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Link UP London began in 2016 with a
clear focus on mobilising professional skills
to support local charitable organisations
through our Skilled Volunteering model.

On behalf of Link UP London,
I am absolutely delighted
to present our 2021 Impact
Report, showcasing the
transformational work
we have undertaken during
the year.
This repor t demonstrates,
through stories and statistics,
how exactly our Skilled
Volunteering programme leads
to stronger organisations,
stronger individuals, and stronger
communities. It also tells you
a bit about what has been
happening internally in our
organisation, and gives you a
glimpse of what we are planning
for the future.

Over the years we have worked hard
to refine our approach to achieve our
intended impact of stronger charitable
organisations, stronger individuals and
ultimately stronger communities.
In 2020 we moved all of our activities
online in response to the pandemic
however with this move, we were
determined to make sure that we
didn’t lose the human interaction and
connections that were core to our
work to date.
In common with other organisations the
online move ended up having some hugely
positive effects: namely, it galvanised
our expansion across London during
2021. This expansion had been planned
but moving totally online allowed us to
quickly and efficiently start engaging with
organisations and volunteers in boroughs
far away from our base in the south-west
of the city.

I truly hope you enjoy finding
out more about our work!
Warm regards,

Kim Perlow CEO

linkuplondon.org

LINK UP LONDON IS A REGISTERED
COMMUNITY INTEREST COMPANY

We know that many small, local
Social Good Organisations (SGOs
– charities, social enterprises
and community groups) have big
visions for their communities, but
with limited skills and resources
in-house it can be difficult to turn
these into a reality. We therefore
aim to provide expertise through
clearly defined projects that help
organisations develop in areas
such as strategy, communications/
PR, marketing, social media, data
collection & analysis, finance,
HR and much more.

In 2021 we had some exciting internal
developments as well including bringing
on a freelance fundraiser and a new
Skilled Volunteering Officer to support
our work as our programme grew.
We were delighted that our bid to the
National Lottery for 3-year funding was
successful which allows us to assist more
small, local SGOs in London driving
community level change, working to
alleviate poverty and address inequalities.
We are extremely pleased to have
demonstrated growth this year toward
reaching our vision of a citywide
community of changemakers, working
to make the capital a stronger, fairer
and more connected place.

Link UP London connects
SGOs with needed skilled
support in two main ways:
•S
 killed Volunteering Projects
connect skilled professional and local
charitable organisations on short-term,
structured projects aimed at improving
organisational efficiency, growth and
development. In 2021 we matched 57
projects with 56 SGOs in 14 boroughs
of London.

•F
 lash Consulting Events offer quick,
specific 1:1 advise to organisations on
an identified issue. Through 5 Flash
Consulting events in 2021, 68 Skilled
Volunteers supported 47 SGOs as
they worked to overcome challenges
with marketing, digital marketing, data
analysis, strategy, and communications
& storytelling.
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We are here to link up local
expertise with charitable
organisations on Skilled
Volunteering Projects that
help them to grow,
develop and better solve
community problems.
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Local communities
struggle to make use
of professional skills and
local expertise to overcome
their distinct challenges
and existing inequalities.
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FOR SGOs INCLUDES:

consulting

OUR OVERALL

1

THE CREATION OF
TANGIBLE MATERIALS,
PLANS, STRATEGIES
such as a staff handbook,
organisational policies,
a fundraising plan, a strategy
or a communications plan

2

THE COMPLETION OF
A ONE-TIME TASK THAT
IMPROVES EFFICIENCY
such as organising accounts,
streamlining data collection
methods, video content,
or tailoring a piece
of software

3

THE PASSING ON OF
SKILLS OR KNOWLEDGE
which can be re-applied
or reused many times
ALL OF THESE
MEAN THAT SGOs CAN
DEVOTE MORE TIME
AND RESOURCES TO
THEIR END-USERS.

FLASH

Being
Strategic
with Data
Social Media
& Digital
Marketing

Marketing
with PwC

5

STRONGER SGOs

Strategy &
Organisation
Development

Communications
& Storytelling

FLASH
CONSULTING
SESSIONS HELD

47

SGOs
SUPPORTED

THROUGH SESSIONS
Very insightful and helpful.
The support given by the
volunteer will really inform
my work going forward.

A very useful opportunity to
approach a problem through a
fresh pair of eyes. Seeds to solve
the problem have been planted
and I feel re-energised to solve it.

WHAT SGOs
SAY ABOUT FLASH
CONSULTING

A great way for charities
to be able to access skilled
experts that otherwise cost
would be a barrier to access.

story
LINK UP

CATALYST COLLECTIVE AND MYRNA:
HOW POLICIES MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Chloe Lewis

FOUNDER OF
CATALYST COLLECTIVE

Myrna Hamilton
HR MANAGER
& CONSULTANT

Chloe Lewis, the founder of
Catalyst Collective, a social
enterprise for mentoring girls
of African, Caribbean and
mixed Afro and Caribbean
heritage, contacted Link UP
for support in developing
organisational policies. Link
UP matched her with Myrna
Hamilton, a skilled volunteer
who had extensive HR
experience. As most of the
policies Chloe was looking
for pertained to volunteers,
Chloe and Myrna identified
the creation of a user-friendly
Volunteer Handbook as an
initial priority for managing the
Collective’s relationship with
their growing volunteer pool.

Over the next 3 months, they
worked together to produce the
Catalyst Collective Volunteer
Handbook which provides
information on expected
commitment from volunteers,
organisational support, and key
policies and procedures for
data protection, confidentiality,
safeguarding and managing
complaints.
Having the handbook in place
was instrumental in reducing
the volunteer training time
from 4 hours to 2.5 hours and
improved the experience for
the young mentees. Having all
documentation in one place also
facilitated external partnerships
with funders and schools. It
proved extremely valuable in
the onboarding of a significant
increase in volunteers from 6 to
55 in the 6 months following the
introduction of the Handbook.

Chloe’s feedback was that
Link UP’s support came at a
critical time in the Collective’s
development.

The Volunteer
Handbook added
“legitimacy” and
“professionalism” to
Catalyst Collective,
reassuring the volunteers that
the organisation was compliant
with its objectives and valued
their professionalism and time.
She “100%” would use Link UP
London again for future projects
and has recommended Link UP
to other organisations
needing support.
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Connectivity

ENGAGED THROUGH
FLASH CONSULTING
Great opportunity to bring
my expertise and experience
to an organisation that
I would not otherwise have
been able to help.

WHAT
VOLUNTEERS
SAY ABOUT FLASH
CONSULTING
Really good fun.
Short but impactful
time commitment.

I loved meeting the
organisation, giving advice
and learning about what
they do. I liked the efficiency
of the session!
It felt really
good to be doing
something positive,
using my experience
to help others.

SHUFAN AND HOMESTART WANDSWORTH:
SAVING TIME THROUGH IMPROVED SYSTEMS

Shufan

ACTUARIAL MANAGER

Shufan is an Actuarial Manager
from Sydney, Australia with
a background in actuarial
studies and psychology and
4-years of experience in
data reporting, monitoring
financial risk and analysing
large data sets in government
and care sector settings.
Whilst taking a career break
in London, Shufan decided
to look for a volunteering
role, and discovered Link UP.
She wanted an intellectual
challenge that would build
on her existing skills and
use her professional skills
to help others.

Link UP matched her with
Homestart Wandsworth, an
organisation which supports
struggling families. They needed
help to streamline their impact
reporting processes by replacing
the current system that required
the manager to complete
repetitive and time-consuming
tasks with a new automated
system. Working with the manager,
Shufan spent two weeks on the
project to build a system on
Microsoft Excel. As a result of
Shufan’s help, the manager was
able to devote more time to
key people-facing tasks.
Homestart were so impressed
with her work that they requested
her to undertake two more
projects with them. They also
recommended her for a full-time
role as the Data and Performance
Manager at another organisation,
for which she applied successfully.

story
LINK UP

Shufan said that working
with Homestart

“reminded me of
how much I missed
using my brain
to solve a problem”.
Helping the charity to run more
efficiently and smoothly gave her
a sense of achievement. It gave
her the opportunity to learn
about new areas that she would
not have had exposure to before.
Skilled volunteering made her feel
‘valued’ and like she was ‘giving
something back to society’. Despite
being in full-time employment,
Shufan continues to take on
Skilled Volunteering projects with
Link UP, enjoying the fact that it is
‘flexible’ and ‘not too time intensive’.

Our work creates stronger
communities that are better
equipped to address their
own specific challenges.

communities
STRONGER

WE SEE THIS THROUGH:

1

ORGANISATIONS
STRENGTHENED TO DO
THEIR WORK BETTER
and more efficiently which
allows them to reach more people
and make a bigger difference
within their communities.

2

VOLUNTEERS IMPROVING
THEIR CONNECTION
TO AND KNOWLEDGE
of their local causes and
organisations and continuing to
volunteer in some way.

THESE STRONGER
ORGANISATIONS AND
STRONGER INDIVIDUALS
TOGETHER CREATE
STRONGER COMMUNITIES:
charitable organisations tackling
community causes are able to
help more beneficiaries due to
their increased capacity, skills
and knowledge, and skilled
professionals are more aware
of and more willing to engage
repeatedly to address the needs
of their communities.

What an incredible experience!

Link UP London matched my communication
expertise with an amazing organisation supporting
families in need during the COVID crisis.
I’m incredibly proud of my contribution and feel so
much more connected to the local community.

Our Linked UP London volunteer
effectively transformed the financial
management of the organisation. Thanks to
her, we now have a financial management
system which is saving time and

giving us a clear picture
of the resources we have
to spend.
SGO

SKILLED VOLUNTEER

Link Up London is a fantastic
resource for CICs, charities and
any Social Good Organisation.

We’ve been able to benefit hugely
from the expertise and support of
an experienced HR professional,
who helped us get our house in
order at a really crucial stage of our
organisational development.
SGO

It was such a great feeling to
be able to help an organisation
streamline their processes

so that they can spend their valuable time
in helping others. That makes me feel like
I’ve made a contribution to making the
world a better place!
SKILLED VOLUNTEER

WHAT
ORGANISATIONS
AND VOLUNTEERS
SAY ABOUT THEIR
LINK UP EXPERIENCE

plans

FURTURE
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TO THE SKILLED VOLUNTEERS
WHO SUPPORTED LINK UP
ON OUR JOURNEY IN 2021

2021 has proven that our model works well virtually and
allows for growth. With multi-year support secured from
The National Lottery we have a strong foundation on
which to develop and build our services.
We have relationships
developing in a number of
boroughs and we will continue
to increase the number of
volunteer projects we facilitate,
Flash Consulting events we hold

ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS
Susan Cummings
Dagmar Ulrich
Nada Savitch
Neil Patel
Chris Sluman
Aaron Barbour Director
Nancy Sachin Director

and other community events
we put on, all with the aim of
bringing the benefits of Skilled
Volunteering to more local
organisations and individuals
across London communities.

AND
Sarah Johnson
Research
Neil Patel
Visioning/organisational development

OVER THE NEXT YEAR
WE ARE EXCITED TO:

Increase
the number
of projects
supported

linkuplondon.org

Develop out
our programme for
corporates to harness
the skills in their
company for good while
simultaneously providing
substantial benefit for
the company itself

Julia Gregory
Instagram launch

Continue
our internal
development and
focus on our
sustainability

Richard Clissold-Vasey
Par tnership development
Naomi Wilkinson
Marketing Strategy
Diane Carrington
Case study development

AN ENORMOUS

thank you

FROM THE LINK UP TEAM
TO OUR FUNDERS

Offer new
ways for
volunteers to
share their skills
with SGOs
REPORT DESIGN BY

sharppencildesign.co.uk

